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Abstract 

 

Background: 

Clinical prediction models and 18F-FDG-PET/CT are used for assessment of solitary pulmonary 
nodules (SPNs) however biopsy is still required before treatment which carries risk.  

 

Aim:  

To determine combined predictive benefit of one such model combined with modern PET/CT 
data to improve decision making about biopsy prior to treatment and possibly reduce costs. 

 
Method:  

Patients with a SPN undergoing 18F-FDG-PET/CT from January 2011-December 2012 were 
retrospectively identified. 143 patients met inclusion criteria. PET/CT studies were rated (5-point 
visual scale), and CT characteristics were determined. Tissue was obtained by EBUS-GS, CT-
guided biopsy and/or surgery. EBUS-TBNA was used instead of nodule biopsy if there were 
PET-positive subcentimeter lymph nodes. 

 

Results:  

The prediction model yielded an AUC-ROC curve of 64% (95% CI 0.55-0.75). PET/CT 
increased this to 75% (95% CI 0.65-0.84). The 11% improvement is statistically significant. 
PET/CT score was the best single predictor for malignancy.  A PET score of 1-2 had a 
specificity of 100% (CI 0.73-1.0) whereas a score of 4-5 had a sensitivity of only 76% (CI 0.68-
0.84). No significant difference in clinical prediction scores between groups was noted. PET/CT 
showed greatest benefit in true negatives and in detecting small mediastinal lymph nodes to 
allow EBUS-TBNA with higher diagnostic rate. Cost analysis didn’t support a policy of resection-
without-tissue-diagnosis. 

 

Conclusion:  

PET/CT improves clinical prediction of SPNs, but its greatest use is in proving benignity. High 
PET scores had high false positive rates and didn’t add to clinical prediction. PET should be 
incorporated early in decision making to allow more effective biopsy strategies. 
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Risk stratification in the investigation of pulmonary nodules in a 

high risk cohort – PET/CT outperforms clinical risk prediction 

algorithms.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The discovery of a solitary pulmonary nodule (SPN) on chest imaging is a common 

occurrence within the community and hospital setting.1 This results in a large number of 

referrals to tertiary/quaternary Thoracic Medicine Clinics for further investigation and 

management. The most appropriate management pathway for an indeterminate SPN 

remains controversial despite extensive research and literature,2,3 and likely varies between 

centers depending on relevant patient demographics and underlying probability of 

malignancy.  

 

The widely accepted radiological definition of a SPN is of an entirely intraparenchymal lung 

lesion with a diameter of between 8-30 mm with no associated atelectasis or adenopathy.1,4,5 

The prevalence of lung cancer in patients with these lesions varies widely in studies from 5% 

to 70%.6 This variation likely stems from differences in patient demographics, geography (eg. 

endemicity of infections such as tuberculosis and coccidioidomycosis) and prevalence of 

inflammatory lung disease.6 

 

Lesion evaluation at our institution will usually consist of a CT, bronchoscopy using 

endobronchial ultrasonography with guide sheath (EBUS-GS), and 18-fluorine-

fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography/computed tomography (18F-FDG 

PET/CT). Patients then proceed to repeat EBUS-GS biopsy and/or CT-guided percutaneous 

biopsy if the initial sample was non-diagnostic, and surgical biopsy considered under 

exceptional circumstances. Complication rates for EBUS-GS are extremely low.3,7 CT-guided 
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biopsy is known to be associated with risks such as pneumothorax (median 25%, range 4 – 

60%), haemorrhage (median 12%, range 2 – 66%), and rare entities such as tumour seeding 

and air embolism.8,9 In skilled hands the rate and severity of complications is low and the 

diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity and specificity lie around 95%.10 Negative biopsies and 

complications mean we continue to search for clinical and radiologic identifiers of 

malignancy which could obviate the need for invasive investigations.  

 

Clinical prediction models have been developed to accurately characterize SPNs. The most 

well-known model was developed in the 1990’s at the Mayo Clinic by Swensen and 

colleagues, who found that three clinical characteristics (age, cigarette-smoking status, and 

history of cancer [diagnosed >= 5 years ago]), and three radiological characteristics 

(diameter, spiculation and upper lobe location) were independent predictors of malignancy.11 

Herder and colleagues subsequently demonstrated that a clinical prediction model alone 

may underestimate the actual probability of malignancy, and that adding FDG-PET scan 

results improves diagnostic accuracy.12   

 

CT is the mainstay for detection and localization of pulmonary lesions,13 however it has poor 

specificity (57%) for characterization of the nodule14 and reduced sensitivity for detection of 

metastases when compared with PET/CT.15  

 

The utility of PET for predicting malignancy was found in a large meta-analysis to have 

sensitivity of 96.8% and specificity of 77.8%.16 PET adds invaluable clinical information but is 

not able to be used as a stand-alone test.13,15 Fletcher and others have published on the 

benefits of using a global rating score for PET/CT as opposed to using only SUV values, 

which incorporates comparison of tracer uptake of the lung nodule against the background 

blood pool appearance rather than SUVmax.4,14,17   
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The study purpose was to integrate a validated clinical prediction model with a PET/CT 

scoring system to obtain an overall likelihood of a SPN being malignant. This was achieved 

by using the clinical prediction model described by Swensen et al combined with a modified 

PET scoring system in a manner similar to that proposed by Herder et al, using PET/CT 

visual interpretation criteria based on a study performed by Fletcher et al.11,12,14 Importantly 

these methods require more than simple reporting of SUV values. Given the improvements 

in scanning technology since these earlier studies we considered that our PET/CT data 

would be more specific than previous studies.  

 

We wanted to consider the potential impact of using an improved clinical/PET prediction 

algorithm in a clinic where there were a large number of referrals for small and sometimes 

difficult to biopsy nodules. This data was applied retrospectively to our patient cohort to 

better understand whether non-invasive investigation methods could accurately characterise 

lesions. Many authors advocate for a “surgery without tissue diagnosis” approach for 

appropriate patients.13,18,19  However, an accurate algorithm would mean that we might 

safely send appropriate patients for surgery without the need for invasive biopsy, thus 

reducing waiting times, costs and complications.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Approval from the RBWH Human Research Ethics Committee was obtained. This 

retrospective study was performed in a quaternary thoracic referral center on all patients 

who presented to our Thoracic Medicine Department with a SPN who underwent 18F-FDG-

PET/CT. Patients between January 2011 and December 2012 were analysed. 

 

The primary inclusion criteria was the presence of a new, untreated, solitary pulmonary 

lesion measuring 8-30 mm. Inclusion was dependent on tissue diagnosis obtained by EBUS-

GS or CT-guided biopsy and/or surgery, or, 2-year imaging follow up to confirm benignity. In 

addition, where there were sub-centimetre regional lymph nodes in a patient referred for 
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investigation of a nodule with suspicious clinical or PET/CT features, EBUS-TBNA was 

performed instead of sampling the nodule. Reasons for exclusion included sub-solid and 

ground glass nodules, pleural involvement, multiple lesions, > 1cm CT lymphadenopathy or 

other suspected metastatic disease seen on CT or PET/CT, adjacent parenchymal changes 

suspicious for pneumonia or atelectasis, benign calcifications, and inability to obtain a full set 

of clinical data.  Demographic and clinical data were collected from medical histories and 

progress notes in medical charts. This included age, sex, smoking status and history of 

extrathoracic malignancy greater than 5 years ago, for inclusion in modelling as per 

Swensen et al.11 Costs of biopsy and surgery were estimated using costs from a similar 

institution.20 

 

CT Image Acquisition and Interpretation 

CT scans were reviewed under the supervision of an experienced thoracic radiologist (KS) 

for the spiculation, size (millimeters), and whether or not the lesion was in an upper lobe. 

These parameters were chosen based on the validated clinical prediction model described 

by Swensen et al.11 

 

PET/CT Image Acquisition and Interpretation 

PET/CT scans were performed on a Phillips Gemini GXL 16 PET/CT scanner (Philips 

Medical Systems, Cleveland Ohio USA). Patients fasted for a minimum of 4 hours pre-scan 

and blood sugar levels were checked to ensure levels below 10 mmol/L. Patients received 

an IV injection of 4.5 MBq/kg of 18F-FDG and underwent a 60 minute uptake period. 

Emission images were obtained from skull base to mid-thigh with arms up over 10-13 bed 

positions with 2 minutes (<90kg;) or 2.5 minutes (weight >90 kg) for each bed position. Non-

contrast CT scan was acquired during tidal breathing to correlate with emission images. 

Tube voltage was set at 140kV with current variation according to weight (<60kg:20mA, 60-

90kg:30mA, >90kg:50mA).  
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PET/CT scans were reviewed and rated by a single experienced nuclear medicine physician 

(ARK) and categorised according to the system used by Fletcher et al as definitely 

benign(no increased uptake)/probably benign(uptake substantially less than blood pool but 

greater than lung tissue)/indeterminate(uptake 2-3 times that in reference lung but less than 

blood pool)/probably malignant(uptake greater than blood pool)/definitely malignant(uptake 

much greater than blood pool).14 A visual subjective scale was used as this has been shown 

to be equal or superior to methods requiring measurement of SUV etc.4,14,17 For analyses 

PET/CT scores were coded as a three-level variable (definitely malignant/probably 

malignant/intermediate to benign). 

 

Clinical Prediction Model According to Swensen et al.11  

The clinical and radiographic variables used in this established and validated clinical 

prediction model were the primary focus of our data collection. The model expresses the 

probability of these variables using a logistic model with parameter values as shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Patient characteristics are summarised using mean(standard deviation) for continuous 

variables and frequency(percentage) for categorical variables. Initial analysis involved 

assessing the goodness-of-fit of the data from this sample against the model developed by 

Swensen and colleagues using the Pearson test, where a high p-value implies a well-

calibrated model. PET/CT scores were added to the model of Swensen et al and the models 

were compared. The patients with suspicious regional subcentimeter lymph nodes who had 

EBUS-TBNA as a first diagnostic test were not used for this part of the analysis, because 

interpretation of the PET nodule appearance was thought potentially confounded by this 

regional lymphadenopathy. The predictive ability of models is expressed using the area 

under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC-AUC) curve. The extra model information 

due to the addition of PET/CT was assessed using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). 
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The BIC identifies the model with the most explanatory power relative to its complexity. By 

convention a variable added to a model was considered to improve the model if the BIC was 

at least two units smaller in the new model. Each variable was assessed individually both 

with and without PET/CT. Analyses were conducted using Stata statistical software v13.1 

(StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).  

 

RESULTS 

Final analysis included 143 patients, 127 patients who had a SPN alone and 16 patients with 

a SPN and a locoregional FDG-avid subcentimeter lymph node on PET/CT. Baseline 

demographic data and PET/CT scores of SPN only patients are presented in Table 1. One 

hundred fourteen (89.8%) patients were active smokers or had a history of smoking. Overall 

86 (67.7%) of SPN’s were characterised as definitely malignant on PET/CT. 

 

Biopsies were performed in 117 patients (26 patients were monitored for progress/resolution 

rather than biopsied). Figure 2 shows distribution and subsequent outcomes for all patients. 

Thirty-one biopsies were repeat biopsy episodes due to non-diagnostic initial biopsy. 

Diagnostic yield and non-diagnostic biopsies are presented in Table 2. Of the EBUS-GS 

performed, a total of six patients had a second EBUS-GS and 23 proceeded to CT-FNA. The 

total number of EBUS-GS procedures was therefore 112 and CT-FNA was 38. Sixteen 

patients underwent EBUS-TBNA instead of SPN biopsy, six of which had a PET/CT scan 

prior to biopsy.  

 

The most common malignant diagnosis was non-small cell lung carcinoma (adenocarcinoma 

[n = 34], squamous cell carcinoma [n = 16], unspecified non-small cell lung carcinoma [n = 

14]). A benign pulmonary nodule was diagnosed in 42 of 127 (33%) patients with tissue 

diagnosis obtained in 16 patients. Ten nodules resolved within the follow-up period of two 
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years, and 16 nodules were shown to be stable on CT in this timeframe and were thus 

classified as benign (Table 3).  

 

Model Validation and Operating Characteristics 

The Pearson goodness-of-fit statistic (P=0.44) indicated the observed proportion of 

malignancies did not differ from the proportion predicted by the model described by 

Swensen and colleagues. The probability of malignancy was calculated using the complete 

model (i.e. using the six variables with the specified coefficients) of Swensen and the ROC-

AUC= 0.58 (95% CI= 0.48–0.69). When the six variables were re-specified according to the 

study data the ROC-AUC improved to 0.65 (95% CI = 0.55–0.75). When PET/CT scan 

scores were included in the re-specified model the ROC-AUC rose to 0.75 (95% CI = 0.65–

0.84), a significant improvement over the model that did not include PET/CT scores 

(P=0.02). The two ROC curves are displayed in Figure 3.  

 

Variables were subsequently analyzed to determine which were the most significantly 

associated with malignancy. Size was the only variable shown to be statistically significant, 

whereas age, smoking, history of cancer, spiculation and upper lobe location were not. 

When PET/CT scores were added, BIC values suggest that PET/CT scores alone provides a 

better model than PET/CT score with any other variable. Results are presented in Table 4. 

 

As shown in Table 1, PET/CT was reported as “definitely malignant” in 86 cases however 

only 69 of these cases were malignant (80%) compared to 17 cases (20%) which were 

benign. Conversely there were 10 lesions reported on PET/CT as either “Definitely benign” 

or “Probably benign” and all of these were shown to truly be benign (see Table 5). 

 

Because PET/CT out-performed all other clinical indices, we further explored the potential 

relative costs of an operate-without-tissue-diagnosis strategy in these 86 cases. Table 6 

shows the costs of two different hypothetical management strategies, one electing to only 
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operate on confirmed malignancy cases and the other to operate on all cases with PET/CT 

reported as showing “Definitely malignant”. It shows that for the 24 month period there is a 

cost saving of over $100,000, as well as the fact that for the no-biopsy strategy there are 17 

cases who have had an unnecessary thoracotomy. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Our results demonstrate that PET/CT characterisation of a SPN improves the ability to 

predict malignancy in our patient group by 10%. While this is statistically significant, this 

modest improvement is unlikely to strongly impact the way a clinician chooses to manage 

their patients over and above what they already consider to be the patient’s likelihood of 

malignancy based on clinical history and pre-test probability. The six clinical and radiologic 

characteristics shown to be most strongly associated with malignancy were analysed in our 

cohort, with only size of the lesion shown to be significantly associated with malignancy. 

However, PET/CT results were shown to be the single most significant variable when it 

came to predicting the likelihood of malignancy.  

 

Overall specificity of our PET/CT results were much lower than reported in other studies 

(29% compared to an average of 77.8%).16 A large number of benign lesions were 

considered likely malignant due to strongly avid FDG uptake. This correlates with the well-

described finding that false positive results are one of the major factors which limit the 

accuracy of PET/CT.6,12,15 We hypothesize that our higher-than-average number of false 

positive results may stem from the often complicated nature of referrals to our quaternary 

referral center. Indeed many patients sent for management in our clinic have had lesions 

with strong radiological suspicion for malignancy, (hence their referral having undergone 

variable periods of observation and/or attempts at biopsy) on lesions which ultimately were 

found to be benign (i.e. many patients with benign lesions were pre-selected out of our 

patient cohort). This creates a selection bias in our patient group and is predicted to have 

increased the number of false positive lesions we encountered. This has likely resulted in a 
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falsely low representation of the true specificity of PET/CT and our results may not be able to 

be applied to all patient groups in all centers.  

 

Secondly, prevalence of malignancy in our patient group, again likely due to the complex 

nature of our referrals and pre-selection, is higher than that described in most centers (67 % 

compared to 20 – 57%).11,14,21,22 By the time patients are referred to us most lesions have 

strong radiologic features of malignancy and/or have had observation showing lesion growth 

or other worrisome features. The performance of the clinical algorithm in our study was 

probably limited by this very high prevalence of malignancy. Most clinical risk prediction 

algorithms are individualised toward particular patient groups and directed toward the 

detection of early lung cancers.23 This study is focused on larger lesions (> 8mm) which may 

account for the comparatively poor performance of our clinical predictors.  

 

The complete absence of false negative results (sensitivity = 100%) does however, highlight 

one of the foremost advantages of PET/CT; lack of FDG uptake is an accurate predictor of 

benignity. This highlights a subgroup of patients who could be spared invasive biopsy in the 

pursuit for a diagnostic tissue sample if PET/CT was done before any form of biopsy, as it is 

unlikely to change management. Unfortunately, current Australian Medicare guidelines do 

not allow funded PET/CT scans before tissue diagnosis in most cases and this may limit 

access of this valuable investigation to a significant patient population.24  

 

Whilst this method of PET/CT interpretation results in clinically useful low false negative 

results, the true ability of nuclear medicine physicians in interpreting the clinical significance 

of an FDG avid lesion is underestimated using the Fletcher method as there is no 

consideration given for benign causes of FDG-avidity. Real-life reporting will take into 

account the clinical history, pattern of abnormality, radiological appearance and other 

imaging/laboratory tests, which would likely result in higher positive predictive values and 

specificity.  
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A subgroup of 16 patients had possible metastatic subcentimeter nodal disease on PET/CT. 

In 14 of 16 patients (87.5%) a diagnosis of malignancy was provided by EBUS-TBNA, 

thereby avoiding the need for other form of biopsy. PET/CT expert visual interpretation of 

mediastinal nodes has been shown to have an accuracy of greater than 95% in a recent 

study.25  

 

Sensitivity and specificity of EBUS-TBNA were both 100%. These positive results are well 

published elsewhere, with a 2009 meta-analysis revealing a sensitivity of 93% and specificity 

of 100%,26 and negligible complications reported.27,28 Subcentimeter nodes are rarely 

reported to be biopsied for tissue diagnosis of cancer, and this method has clear potential for 

greater uptake, particularly as a substitute for the more difficult biopsy of the peripheral 

lesion. None of our patients who had EBUS-TBNA in this way experienced a procedure-

related complication and none required a repeat biopsy due to non-diagnostic specimen.  

This is another reason patients would benefit from undergoing PET/CT scan before any form 

of invasive investigation, as the most appropriate biopsy technique (EBUS-TBNA versus 

EBUS-GS) can be selected.  

 

Guidelines for decision making regarding management in patients with SPN has been 

updated recently,18 and surgical resection without prior tissue diagnosis remains an 

acceptable and recommended pathway in some patients with a very high probability of 

cancer.13 In our cohort, 7 patients with malignancy not treatable by surgical resection (2 with 

small cell lung carcinoma and 5 with metastases) could have been deemed appropriate for 

surgery as a first line management. This brings to point that while surgery before tissue 

diagnosis remains a valid option in certain cases, this approach continues to fall out of 

favour in many institutions despite the advances in functional imaging such as PET/CT. The 

morbidity and mortality of performing surgery in these patients would need to be individually 

assessed, but could be deemed unacceptable in many cases. In our experience, the 
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decision to observe lesions or obtain tissue diagnosis before referring for surgical 

management did not result in any patients having missed diagnoses or clinically significant 

delay in treatment. These findings strongly support a tissue-diagnosis-before-surgery 

pathway. 
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CONCLUSION 

While PET/CT results improve upon the predictive ability of this clinical prediction model in 

the characterization of SPNs, the degree of improvement may not be clinically significant, 

particularly in a complex patient group seen at a quaternary referral center with a high pre-

test probability of malignancy. PET/CT outperformed all other clinical factors, however, could 

not be relied on to accurately discriminate nodules even when reported as “Definitely 

malignant” by the Fletcher criteria. The true value of PET/CT in our patient cohort lies firstly 

in the confident identification of benign nodules, and secondly, in the identification of 

unexpected mediastinal and hilar nodal disease. This finding identifies a subgroup of 

patients who can undergo safe and accurate tissue diagnosis via EBUS-TBNA in lieu of 

biopsy of the SPN, therefore decreasing exposure to biopsy techniques with higher 

complication and repeat biopsy rates. Our data therefore supports the use of pre-procedure 

PET/CT.  Overall the combination of EBUS-GS and EBUS-TBNA, with subsequent CT-FNA 

for negative samples remains a sensitive and cost effective approach.  Until PET/CT results 

and/or clinical predictors can accurately predict malignancy in all patient cohorts, obtaining 

tissue diagnosis via invasive biopsy remains a necessary step before sending patients to 

surgery.   
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1  

Clinical Prediction Model according to Swensen et al.11 

 

Figure 2 

Investigation pathway and pathology (benign vs malignant).  

 

Figure 3 

ROC curves for the prediction model of Swensen et al,11 and for the combined model of 

Swensen and FDG-PET/CT scores.  
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Tables 

 

Table 1 – Baseline Demographic Data and PET/CT Scores of SPN 
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Table 2 – Biopsy Data 
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Table 3 – Pathology of peripheral pulmonary nodules 
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Table 4 

 

Univariable logistic regressions show size is statistically significant, however PET/CT has the 

lowest BIC value for all variables and is therefore the single best predictor as a stand-alone 

model. Adding PET/CT to each variable results in all variables being statistically insignificant. 
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Table 5 – Final pathology vs PET/CT characterisation 
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Table 6 - Results of costs for differing biopsy strategies for 86 patients with PET/CT scores 

showing “Definitely malignant”. 
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